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Be Free Or Die: The Amazing Story of Robert Smalls' Escape from Slavery to Union Hero  Dec 18 2022 It was a mild May
morning in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1862, the second year of the Civil War, when a 23-year-old enslaved man named Robert
Smalls boldly seized a Confederate steamer. With his wife and two young children hidden on board, Smalls and a small crew ran a
gauntlet of heavily armed fortifications in Charleston Harbour and delivered the valuable vessel and the massive guns it carried to
nearby Union forces. Smalls' courageous and ingenious act freed him and his family from slavery and immediately made him a Union
hero. It also challenged much of the country's view of what African Americans were willing to do for their freedom. In 'Be Free or Die,
' Cate Lineberry tells the remarkable story of Smalls' escape and his many accomplishments during the war, including becoming the
first black captain of an Army vessel
You Will Die Aug 02 2021
The Conversation May 30 2021 A FINANCIAL TIMES BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR • An essential tool for individuals,
organizations, and communities of all sizes to jump-start dialogue on racism and bias and to transform well-intentioned statements on
diversity into concrete actions—from a leading Harvard social psychologist. FINALIST FOR THE FINANCIAL TIMES AND
MCKINSEY BUSINESS BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD • LONGLISTED FOR THE PORCHLIGHT BUSINESS BOOK AWARD
“Livingston has made the important and challenging task of addressing systemic racism within an organization approachable and
achievable.”—Alex Timm, co-founder and CEO, Root Insurance Company How can I become part of the solution? In the wake of the
social unrest of 2020 and growing calls for racial justice, many business leaders and ordinary citizens are asking that very question.
This book provides a compass for all those seeking to begin the work of anti-racism. In The Conversation, Robert Livingston addresses
three simple but profound questions: What is racism? Why should everyone be more concerned about it? What can we do to eradicate
it? For some, the existence of systemic racism against Black people is hard to accept because it violates the notion that the world is fair
and just. But the rigid racial hierarchy created by slavery did not collapse after it was abolished, nor did it end with the civil rights era.
Whether it’s the composition of a company’s leadership team or the composition of one’s neighborhood, these racial divides and
disparities continue to show up in every facet of society. For Livingston, the difference between a solvable problem and a solved
problem is knowledge, investment, and determination. And the goal of making organizations more diverse, equitable, and inclusive is
within our capability. Livingston’s lifework is showing people how to turn difficult conversations about race into productive instances
of real change. For decades he has translated science into practice for numerous organizations, including Airbnb, Deloitte, Microsoft,
Under Armour, L’Oreal, and JPMorgan Chase. In The Conversation, Livingston distills this knowledge and experience into an eye-
opening immersion in the science of racism and bias. Drawing on examples from pop culture and his own life experience, Livingston,
with clarity and wit, explores the root causes of racism, the factors that explain why some people care about it and others do not, and
the most promising paths toward profound and sustainable progress, all while inviting readers to challenge their assumptions. Social
change requires social exchange. Founded on principles of psychology, sociology, management, and behavioral economics, The
Conversation is a road map for uprooting entrenched biases and sharing candid, fact-based perspectives on race that will lead to
increased awareness, empathy, and action.
The Encyclopaedia Britannica Jul 01 2021
Treasure Island Mar 09 2022 While going through the possessions of a deceased guest who owed them money, the mistress of the inn
and her son find a treasure map that leads them to a pirate's fortune.
Tears of a Tiger Oct 16 2022 The death of high school basketball star Rob Washington in an automobile accident affects the lives of
his close friend Andy, who was driving the car, and many others in the school.
Learning to Die Apr 29 2021 Two powerful writers draw upon philosophy to find a roadmap for grace and equanimity in the face of
the death of our planet.
A Day No Pigs Would Die Sep 02 2021
Behave Feb 17 2023 New York Times bestseller • Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize • One of the Washington Post's 10
Best Books of the Year “It’s no exaggeration to say that Behave is one of the best nonfiction books I’ve ever read.” —David P. Barash,
The Wall Street Journal "It has my vote for science book of the year.” —Parul Sehgal, The New York Times "Immensely readable,
often hilarious...Hands-down one of the best books I’ve read in years. I loved it." —Dina Temple-Raston, The Washington Post From
the bestselling author of A Primate's Memoir and the forthcoming Determined: A Science of Life Without Free Will comes a
landmark, genre-defining examination of human behavior and an answer to the question: Why do we do the things we do? Behave is
one of the most dazzling tours d’horizon of the science of human behavior ever attempted. Moving across a range of disciplines,



Sapolsky—a neuroscientist and primatologist—uncovers the hidden story of our actions. Undertaking some of our thorniest questions
relating to tribalism and xenophobia, hierarchy and competition, and war and peace, Behave is a towering achievement—a majestic
synthesis of cutting-edge research and a heroic exploration of why we ultimately do the things we do . . . for good and for ill.
A Day No Pigs Would Die May 03 2024 Originally published in hardcover in 1972, A Day No Pigs Would Die was one of the first
young adult books, along with titles like The Outsiders and The Chocolate War. In it, author Robert Newton Peck weaves a story of a
Vermont boyhood that is part fiction, part memoir. The result is a moving coming-of-age story that still resonates with teens today.
The Death and Life of the Great Lakes Jul 25 2023 New York Times Bestseller Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize Winner
of the J. Anthony Lukas Award "Nimbly splices together history, science, reporting and personal experiences into a taut and cautiously
hopeful narrative.… Egan’s book is bursting with life (and yes, death)." —Robert Moor, New York Times Book Review The Great
Lakes—Erie, Huron, Michigan, Ontario, and Superior—hold 20 percent of the world’s supply of surface fresh water and provide
sustenance, work, and recreation for tens of millions of Americans. But they are under threat as never before, and their problems are
spreading across the continent. The Death and Life of the Great Lakes is prize-winning reporter Dan Egan’s compulsively readable
portrait of an ecological catastrophe happening right before our eyes, blending the epic story of the lakes with an examination of the
perils they face and the ways we can restore and preserve them for generations to come.
Robert Sobukwe Sep 14 2022 On 21 March 1960, Robert Mangaliso Sobukwe, leader of the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), led a
mass defiance of South Africa's pass laws. He urged blacks to go the nearest police station and demand arrest. When police opened fire
on a peaceful crowd in the township of Sharpeville, 68 people were killed. The protest changed the course of South Africa's history.
Afrikaner rule stiffened and black resistance to apartheid went underground. Sobukwe was jailed for three years on charges of
incitement, but the government, fearful of his power, rushed through the 'Sobukwe Clause' to keep him in prison without trial. For the
next six years, Sobukwe was kept in solitary confinement on Robben Island, the infamous apartheid prison near Cape Town. How Can
Man Die Better is the story of this South African hero, but it also the story of the friendship between Robert Sobukwe and Benjamin
Pogrund, former Deputy Editor of the Rand Daily Mail. Their joint experiences and debates chart the course of a tyrannical regime and
the growth of black resistance.
Oedipus the King Jan 24 2021 Oedipus the King is the first tragic play in Sophocles' classic Oedipus trilogy. The plays tells the story
of a man who eventually becomes the King of Thebes while fulfilling an extremely tragic prophecy.
The Prince Jun 11 2022 Written in the 16th century, The Prince remains one of the most influential books on political theory. Its
author, Niccolo Machiavelli was an Italian diplomat and political theorist, and is considered the father of modern political thought.
Weeds in Bloom Feb 05 2022 With over 65 books published, including the breathtaking (and somewhat autobiographical) A Day No
Pigs Would Die, Robert Newton Peck has enjoyed an illustrious writing career. Now, in an autobiography as unique as he is, Peck tells
his story through the people in his life. From his roots as a poor Vermont farmer’s son to his years as a soldier in World War II, from
his time slogging away in a paper mill to his semi-retirement in Florida, Peck shows us people who too often go unseen and
unheard–the country’s poor and uneducated. “For decades, I’ve examined the autobiographies of my fellow authors. Bah! Many could
have been titled And Then I Wrote . . . So instead of my life and lit, here is the unusual, a tarnished treasury of plain people who
enriched me, taught me virtues, and helped me hold a mite of manhood. They’re not fancy folk, so please expect no long-stemmed
roses from a florist. They are, instead, the unarranged flora that I’ve handpicked from God’s greenhouse . . . weeds in bloom.” From
the Hardcover edition.
"R.F.K. Must Die!" Dec 30 2023 The definitive text on the mystery of R.F.K.’s assassination by a reporter who “got inside this story . .
. with his impressive grasp of all the loose ends” (Kirkus Reviews). On the night of June 4, 1968, Sirhan Sirhan shot and killed Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy in a steamy pantry of the Los Angeles Ambassador Hotel. Kennedy and his entourage had been celebrating his
victory in the California primary for the Democratic nomination for president. Everybody knew that Sirhan was the assassin. But was
there a wider conspiracy? Did the FBI truly solve the crime? After working his way deep inside the investigation—and spending more
than two hundred hours in direct conversation with Sirhan—Robert Blair Kaiser wrote the quintessential book on Robert Kennedy’s
murder. Then, forty years later, Kaiser returned to the evidence, revising his original text as he probed even further into this mystifying
tragedy. Widely recognized as an important contribution to the literature of political assassinations and as a primary document on the
tragedy of Kennedy’s death, “R.F.K. Must Die!” is more than ever a stunning look into the mind of a killer and the substance of an
assassination.
Horio, You Next Die! Jul 13 2022
Last Lecture Jan 07 2022
In Europe's Shadow May 11 2022 "A history of Romania traces the author's intellectual development throughout his extensive visits to
the country, sharing his observations about its reflection of European politics, geography and key events while exploring the indelible
role of Vladimir Putin."--NoveList.
A Part of the Sky Apr 02 2024 In celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the publication of Robert Newton Peck's bestselling
classic, A Day No Pigs Would Die, here is the eagerly anticipated sequel. This must for schools, libraries, and summer reading lists is
now available for the first time in paperback. Times are difficult during the Great Depression, and thirteen-year-old Rob Peck must
struggle to keep his family together after the death of his father. Disaster after disaster strikes and the family is forced to sell their farm.
Relying solely on their strong Shaker faith and close family ties, the Pecks finally prevail and young Rob learns that true wealth
extends beyond money and that real values are priceless.
A Man For All Seasons Oct 04 2021 A Man for All Seasons dramatises the conflict between King Henry VIII and Sir Thomas More. It
depicts the confrontation between church and state, theology and politics, absolute power and individual freedom. Throughout the play
Sir Thomas More's eloquence and endurance, his purity, saintliness and tenacity in the face of ever-growing threats to his beliefs and
family, earn him status as one of modern drama's greatest tragic heroes. The play was first staged in 1960 at the Globe Theatre in
London and was voted New York's Best Foreign Play in 1962. In 1966 it was made into an Academy Award-winning film by Fred
Zinneman starring Paul Scofield."A Man for All Seasons is a stark play, sparse in its narrative, sinewy in its writing, which confirms
Mr Bolt as a genuine and solid playwright, a force in our awakening theatre." (Daily Mail)
Tough Times Never Last, but Tough People Do! Nov 04 2021 Name your problem, and you name your possibility! Dr. Schuller shows



you how to build a positive self-image, no matter what your problem. Whether it's unemployment, poor health, loneliness, fear or
anything else that blocks your success, you can turn your negative into a positive. No matter how tough times get, you have the
potential to achieve the best of life. Through Dr. Schuller’s dynamic principles, you can learn: • 4 ways to evaluate a new idea • 10
commandments of possibility thinking • 5 principles for putting problems in a proper perspective • 18 principles of leadership • 5
phases necessary for the faith to move mountains • 5 ways to overcome a ‘brownout’ and prevent a burnout • 25 action words to get
you started and never let you quit
Everything Is Going to Kill Everybody Sep 26 2023 Just when you thought you’d accepted your own mortality . . . Everything Is
Going to Kill Everybody is bringing panic back. Twenty illustrated, hilariously fear-inducing essays reveal the chilling and very real
experiments, dangerous emerging technologies, and terrifying natural disasters that soon could—or very nearly already did—bring
about the end of humanity. In short, everything in here will kill you and everyone you love. At any moment. And nobody’s told you
about it—until now: • Experiments in green energy like the HiPER, which uses massive lasers to create a tiny “contained” sun; it’s an
idea that could save the world if it doesn’t consume us all in a fiery fusion reaction first. • Global disasters like the hypercane—a
hurricane so large it could cover all of North America and shoot trailer parks into space! • Terrifying new developments in robotics like
the EATR, which powers itself on meat—an invention in the running for “Worst Decision Made by Anybody.”
A Day No Pigs Would Die Study Guide Dec 06 2021 Robert Peck, a Shaker boy growing up on a Vermont farm, saves a neighbor's
cow and is rewarded with a piglet to raise. However, tough times bring wrenching decisions when slaughtering season comes. Told
from the boy's perspective, this story is both funny and moving, as Robert learns about life, love, and death, and what it means to be a
man. Setting: Vermont, 1920s Pgs: 52
A Day No Pigs Would Die Jun 04 2024 Originally published in hardcover in 1972, A Day No Pigs Would Die was one of the first
young adult books, along with titles like The Outsiders and The Chocolate War. In it, author Robert Newton Peck weaves a story of a
Vermont boyhood that is part fiction, part memoir. The result is a moving coming-of-age story that still resonates with teens today.
Weep, Shudder, Die Jun 23 2023 "Icouldn't imagine a finer or livelier guide through the world of opera. . . . [Levine] distills a lifetime
of passion and insight into this immenselyenjoyable survey, and with the right comic touch to make you wonder how operaever seemed
intimidating." —Thomas May, author of Decoding Wagner Despitethe popular success of the Metropolitan Opera’s “Live in HD”
series, opera’s grandworld of soaring sopranos and breathtaking baritones—of tragic Rigoletto, triumphal Sigmund, and desperate
Orfeo, of faithful Figaro, heartbroken Pagliacci,and lusty Don Giovanni—remains wrapped in an aura of impenetrable
esotericism.Piercing this veil of opera’s perceived inaccessibility, acclaimed classicalmusic critic Robert Levine extends a witty and
insightfulinvitation to enjoy opera in Weep, Shudder, Die, offering a newgeneration of aficionados a priceless way to access to music’s
greatest achievement.
Willa of Dark Hollow Apr 21 2023 This enchanting companion to Robert Beatty's instant #1 New York Times bestseller Willa of the
Wood is perfect for any reader who cares deeply about the natural world. Willa and her clan are the last of the Faeran, an ancient race
of forest people who have lived in the Great Smoky Mountains for as long as the trees have grown there. But as crews of newly arrived
humans start cutting down great swaths of the forest she loves, she is helpless to stop them. How can she fight the destroyers of the
forest and their powerful machines?When Willa discovers a mysterious dark hollow filled with strange and beautiful creatures, she
comes to realize that it contains a terrifying force that seems to be hunting humans. Is unleashing these dangerous spirits the key to
stopping the loggers? Willa must find a way to save the people and animals she loves and take a stand against a consuming darkness
that threatens to destroy her world.Filled with a compelling mixture of history, mystery, and magic, Robert Beatty's books are loved by
readers from 8 to 108.Grow your middle grade fantasy collection with these best-selling fan favorites:Serafina and the Black Cloak by
Robert BeattyWilla of the Wood by Robert BeattyIf We Were Giants by Dave Matthews and Clete Barrett SmithThe Percy Jackson
and the Olympians series by Rick RiordanThe Fowl Twins by Eoin Colfer
Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening Mar 28 2021 The woods are lovely, dark and deep, But I have promises to keep, And miles
to go before I sleep, And miles to go before I sleep. From the illustrator of the world’s first picture book adaptation of Robert Frost’s
“The Road Not Taken” comes a new interpretation of another classic Frost poem: “Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening.”
Weaving a simple story of love, loss, and memories with only illustrations and Frost’s iconic lines, this stirring picture book introduces
young readers to timeless poetry in an unprecedented way.
The 48 Laws of Power Jan 19 2023 Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is
the definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws
of Human Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have
distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu,
and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws teach the need
for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and
many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in common: an
interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest,
self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.
The Laws of Human Nature Mar 21 2023 From the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power comes the
definitive new book on decoding the behavior of the people around you Robert Greene is a master guide for millions of readers,
distilling ancient wisdom and philosophy into essential texts for seekers of power, understanding and mastery. Now he turns to the
most important subject of all - understanding people's drives and motivations, even when they are unconscious of them themselves. We
are social animals. Our very lives depend on our relationships with people. Knowing why people do what they do is the most important
tool we can possess, without which our other talents can only take us so far. Drawing from the ideas and examples of Pericles, Queen
Elizabeth I, Martin Luther King Jr, and many others, Greene teaches us how to detach ourselves from our own emotions and master
self-control, how to develop the empathy that leads to insight, how to look behind people's masks, and how to resist conformity to
develop your singular sense of purpose. Whether at work, in relationships, or in shaping the world around you, The Laws of Human
Nature offers brilliant tactics for success, self-improvement, and self-defense.
The Empire That Would Not Die Nov 16 2022 The eastern Roman Empire was the largest state in western Eurasia in the sixth century.



A century later, it was a fraction of its former size. Ravaged by warfare and disease, the empire seemed destined to collapse. Yet it did
not die. John Haldon elucidates the factors that allowed the empire to survive against all odds into the eighth century.
The lost symbol Apr 09 2022 Robert Langdon, while at the U.S. Capital Building, finds an object encoded with five symbols, which is
an ancient invitation to usher its recipient into a long-lost world of esoteric wisdom. When Langdon's belived mentor, Peter Solomon,
is kidnapped, he realizes his only hope of saving Peter is to accept this mystical invitation and follow wherever it leads him. Langdon is
instantly plunged into a clandestine world of Masonic secrets, hidden history, and never-before-seen locations - all of which seem to be
dragging him toward a single, inconceivable truth.
101 Things NOT to Do Before You Die Nov 28 2023 A witty, subversive guide that turns conventional "wisdom"" upside down! Too
many books tell us what to do to achieve happiness---unfortunately, often at great risk, expense, or effort. 101 Things NOT to Do
Before You Die is not one of those books. It's a book for the rest of us. Robert W. Harris says it's what we don't do that determines our
happiness quotient. Using the exciting principle of "selective inaction," the author helps us adjust our thinking so we can make more
satisfying decisions in everyday situations. For example, do you think you'll feel complete if you try to run with the bulls? Don't do it!
Do you feel compelled to drive around searching for the "best" parking spot? Don't do it! Are you sometimes tempted to confuse
Randy Quaid with Dennis Quaid? Just don't do it! Do you think that you should watch the colorized version of It's a Wonderful Life?
Or ponder the lyrics to "Louie, Louie"? Or read War and Peace? Or push an elevator button more than twice? Think again! In many
cases, you'll be better off not doing what "they" say you should do. Let 101 Things NOT to Do Before You Die be your guide to
getting more out of life---simply by doing less.
You Will Die Jan 31 2024 A book that vigorously defends heroin users and sex workers? In You Will Die: The Burden of Modern
Taboos Robert Arthur does that and more to demonstrate that taboos are not relics of primitive societies. America has its own
ridiculous phobias and beliefs that cause tedium, suffering, and death. The government and the media use these taboos to lie and
mislead. It is not a conspiracy, but by pushing panic for votes and viewers they thwart our pursuit of happiness. You Will Die exposes
the fallacies and the history behind our taboos on excrement, sex, drugs, and death. Arthur uses racy readability and rigorous
documentation to raze sacred shrines of political correctness on the left and of conventional wisdom on the right. From the proper way
to defecate to how to reach nirvana, anticipate the unexpected. It is not simply a novel exploration of sex and drugs, but also of
individuality, liberty, and the meaning of life. You Will Die gives readers a new way of seeing their world and allows them to make a
more informed choice about living an authentic life. Winner of the 2008 Montaigne Medal awarded for most thought-provoking
independent book. “… ya gotta fight back against the Sarah Palin ‘idiot herd’ with something.” Wayne Coyne, Lead Singer, The
Flaming Lips “… one of my favorite books …” Mark Frauenfelder, Editor, Boing Boing “This book is a MUST READ! I loved it.” Dr.
Mark Benn, Psychologist, Colorado State University
A Day No Pigs Would Die, by Robert N. Peck Mar 01 2024 Activities to be used in the classroom to accompany the readingof A day
no pigs would die.
Nothing Lasts Forever (Basis for the film Die Hard) May 23 2023 High atop a Los Angeles skyscraper, an office Christmas party turns
into a deadly cage-match between a lone New York City cop and a gang of international terrorists. Every action fan knows it could
only be the explosive big-screen blockbuster Die Hard. But before Bruce Willis blew away audiences as unstoppable hero John
McClane, author Roderick Thorp knocked out thriller readers with the bestseller that started it all. A dozen heavily armed terrorists
have taken hostages, issued demands, and promised bloodshed — all according to plan. But they haven’t counted on a death-defying,
one-man cavalry with no shoes, no backup, and no intention of going down easily. As hot-headed cops swarm outside, and cold-
blooded killers wield machine guns and rocket launchers inside, the stage is set for the ultimate showdown between anti-hero and uber-
villains. Merry Christmas to all, and to all a good fight... to the death. Ho ho ho!
A Day No Pigs Would Die Oct 28 2023 A Vermont farm. A Shaker faith. And a father's love. Share in a boyhood of the rarest magic.
Unabridged, ages 12 and up.
The Dream That Will Not Die Aug 26 2023 "And so, my fellow Americans: ask not what your country can do for you—ask what you
can do for your country."—John Fitzgerald Kennedy, Inauguration Address, January 20, 1961 "Some men see things as they were and
say ‘why?' I see things that never were, and ask ‘why not?"—Robert Francis Kennedy, Campaign Speech, University of Kansas, March
18, 1968 "The work goes on, the cause endures, the hope still lives and the dream shall never die."--Senator Edward Kennedy,
Democratic National Convention, New York City, August, 1980 The words of three powerful brothers—men united not just by family
ties but by a tradition of inspiring service that continues today with their children and grandchildren. Words which have united a
nation, inspired generations to take up the very best and most honorable of causes, and pushed individuals to do and be and give their
best. So often, these Kennedys—John, Robert, and Edward—found the right words to say, to the United States and to the world. John
F. Kennedy, the charismatic President with a strong commitment to justice and human rights. Robert F. Kennedy, Senator, Attorney
General, and presidential candidate, who carried the family standard after Jack's assassination and broke new ground in civil rights
prior to his own tragic murder. Edward M. Kennedy, the Lion of the Senate, whose passion created some of the most far-reaching
legislation of the last five decades. The Dream That Will Not Die collects some of the most striking speeches and quotes by the
Kennedys, showing that even when the going was tough, these brothers found the right way to make their thoughts and feelings clear,
showing their charm, humor, and determination. Here you will find your own inspiration, in the words of three men who believed that
all Americans deserved the same privileges the Kennedys were born to, privileges they never took for granted. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Condemned to Die Aug 14 2022
Banned Books Feb 25 2021 From Back Cover of Book: Banned books: Challenging Our Freedom To Read provides a famework for
understanding censorship and the protections guaranteed to us through the first amendment. Interpretations of the uniquely American
notion of freedom of expression - and our freedom to read what we choose - are supplemented by straightforward, easily accessible
information that will inspire further exploration. This updated and expanded 2010 edition features a new, streamlined design that will
make this an essential reference you'll return to time and again. Contents include: Insight - the challenge of censorship; Interpretation -
the first amendment, the freedom of expression, and the freedom to read; Information - first amendment timeline, court cases, glossary,
bibliography and quotations; Ideas - celebration guide for banned books week and communication guide for librarians; Incidents - top



ten challenged books of 2009 and challenged or banned books - more than 1800 titles listed alphabetically by author plus title, topical,
and geographical indices.
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